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NILPOTENCY IN ENDOMORPHISM RINGS

ROBERT GORDON

ABSTRACT.  Nil subrings of the endomorphism ring of a module with

finite Krull dimension sequence are nilpotent.   This includes the case of

a module with finite Krull dimension as well as noetherian modules.   The

method used is to embed the endomorphism ring, modulo a nilpotent ideal,

in the endomorphism ring of an artinian object of a Grothendieck category.

The classical results, that nil subrings of artinian rings and of noether-

ian rings are nilpotent, have proved to be extendible to endomorphism rings

of modules which are artinian or noetherian.   Recently it has been proved [4],

[6] that nil subrings of any ring with Krull dimension are nilpotent.  Since

this result includes the classical ones cited, the question arises whether nil

subrings of the endomorphism ring of any module with Krull dimension are

nilpotent.  This article, by applying a heretofore unexploited technique to the

known artinian case (due to Fisher [l]), provides an affirmative answer when

the Krull dimension is finite.

We will use the concepts of [4] freely and denote the Krull dimension of

A £ /A = mod R, R a ring, by  K dim A.   By  r   A  we mean the largest sub-

module of A  in the smallest localizing subcategory   ( /A    )   of /A  contain-

ing the Serre subcategory  /A     of modules of Krull dimension  < a.   If K dim A

exists we call  the sequence of ordinals  -1 = a    < a    < • • •   defined for

m > u by

am+1=minía|r'a+1(AA'aw! + jA)?/0¡

the Krull dimension sequence of A.   It can be seen, using [4, Theorem 4.1]

and [5, Theorem 2.4], that the Krull dimension sequence of A  is finite if

and only if no submodule of A  has limit ordinal Gabriel dimension —see

t5l.
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Theorem  1.   // the Krull dimension sequence of a module A  with Krull

dimension is finite then, modulo some nilpotent ideal, the endomorphism

ring of A  embeds in the endomorphism ring of an artinian object of a Groth-

endieck category.

Proof.   Let -1 = aQ < a    < • • • < a    be the Krull dimension sequence of

A  and let  A    = r'     , , A.   Since each  A     is an invariant submodule of A,
777 am +1 777

B    = A   /A       ,   is canonically an  S = End A-module and restriction to  A
777 777 772 — 1 ' 777

induces an embedding of S/H     in End  B   , where   H    = ann    B   .   Let  H =
t> 777 777' m S        m

\\r    , H   .   There is an obvious embedding of S/H in  IT    . End ß   .   Fur-
777= l       m ° 777= 1 777

thermore, H is nilpotent, for  HTA C H, • • • H     ,H A = 0 and  A  is a faithful
r —       1 r — 1     r

S-module.

Let  T     be the canonical functor from  /A  to the quotient category

/A/ (/A'    ).   If   T   f = 0 for / £ End B     then  im / £   ( /A'     )    and the
a777 m m a777

choice of  a     shows that  / = 0.  Thus   T     induces a monomorphism End B
777 ' 777 r 777

—» End T   B   .   But by  [4   Theorem 4.1] K dim B    = a     and so, by [5,
mm ' ■ mm '    >       '

Proposition 1.5], ß   , as an object of /A/'/A„    , is artinian. Hence  T   B
r ■    '        m ' am' 772      777

is an artinian object of  /A/(/A      ) , since this category is a quotient

category of /A/ /Aa   .  Thus we have an embedding of 0r _ . End B     in

the endomorphism ring of the artinian object  (T.ß ., • • • ,  TB) of the

Grothendieck category   /A/(/A'    )   x-.-x/A/i/A'   ).n
°     J o-l '      aT'

Noting that Fisher's proof of his result mentioned above is valid for an

artinian object of a Grothendieck category, we have

Theorem 2.   // A   z's a module with Krull dimension whose Krull dimen-

sion sequence is finite then each nil subring of End A   z's nilpotent.

Corollary 3.   Nil subrings of the endomorphism ring of a module with

finite Krull dimension are nilpotent.

It is open whether nil subrings of the endomorphism ring of an arbitrary

module with Krull dimension are nilpotent, and clearly there are major ob-

structions to extending the proof of Theorem 1.  However, if the module  A

in that theorem is noetherian, then the given proof becomes more elemen-

tary, and the rings  End T   B     ate even semiprimary. In particular, we obtain

Proposition 4.   Modulo a nilpotent ideal, the endomorphism ring of a

noetherian module embeds in a semisimple artinian ring.

Of course this implies that nil subrings of such endomorphism rings

are nilpotent, a result announced by Goldie and Small (see [3]).   I do not
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know whether the nilpotent ideal of the proposition can be taken to be the

prime radical; but there is an example [4, Example 6.9] which shows that the

embedding obtained is not the embedding of a right order in its right quotient

ring.

We end with an application of Proposition 4.   Let   |ß  be a localizing

subcategory of /A, regard  /A/\B  as a full subcategory of /A  and let  T:

/A—>/A/\B be the canonical functor.   If A e /A   is noetherian then   TA  is

a noetherian object of /A/\B  and we can deduce that nil subrings of

End „TA   are nilpotent.   In particular, since  End „ TA  is easily seen to be

isomorphic to the ring of quotients of  R  with respect to   |ß, we have

Corollary 5.   Nil subrings of any ring of quotients of a right noetherian

ring are nilpotent.

We remark that the same is true of a ring with finite Krull dimension.

We also note, vis-à-vis Proposition 4, that Feller and Deshpande [2, Propo-

sition 3.2] have stated that nil subrings of the endomorphism ring of the

rational completion of a noetherian module are nilpotent. Although there was

a gap in their proof (subsequently filled), the result is valid. It is just the special

case of the above discussion when \B = \C e /A \ Horn (C, E(A)) = 0\, E(A) the in-

jective envelope of A.
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